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2nd anniversary gifts

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases from our chosen links. If you're celebrating 15 years of marriage, first of all, congratulations! You've probably experienced the ups, downs and everything in between since your
wedding day, and now it's time to honor that journey. The traditional gift for the 15th anniversary is crystal, a durable material that symbolizes the lightness, clarity and durability of your love. A modern gift is considered a watch or another watch, representing the many hours and minutes you spent together, as well as the years to come. However, while we
certainly love the theme, you don't necessarily stick to one of these two categories. This anniversary can also be an opportunity to surprise your spouse with something completely unique, personalized or tailored to their interests. To help, we've rounded up our favorite products that are sure to delight, from traditional and modern to customized and
unexpected. Read on for the best 15th anniversary gifts. This personalized wall clock talks about the modern theme of the watch and is something the whole family can enjoy. Engraved with your last name or sweet message, it's a gift that will surely withstand the test of time (intended for puns!). Bring out that good bottle of champagne and pair it with these
stunning crystal flutes. The delicate design has an eternal flame, a poignant reminder of your eternal love. You've probably seen constellation maps capturing star positions above any location on a given day. This one is especially suitable for the 15th anniversary, thanks to the use of Swarovski crystals. Approximately 400 of them are used to reflect the
stellar location of the wedding date and location, or any other moment that is significant to both of you. Can't decide whether you should take the traditional (crystal) or modern (clock) route? Here's an easy way to combine both. This classic stainless steel watch has stunning crystal and pearl details for an extra sparkle. Make your crystal anniversary gift
much more personal. This heart-shaped memory comes laser-etched with your favorite photo and custom text. Available in three different sizes, it's a thoughtful gift that's also very affordable. This delicate crystal necklace is one that will be worn over and over again, both for everyday activities and fancy dates. It comes in 6 different colors and a selection of
rose gold or rhodium-plated finishes. Here is a new and different view of the modern theme of the watch. This aluminum cast sum watch is a handmade gift that is completely unique - and can also be displayed indoors or outdoors, while this artist offers several different versions, this one comes complete with Text on the occasion of the 15th anniversary of
the 1994- Courtesy olive and piper These delicate earrings are the perfect accessory to beautify any outfit. They only add a touch of bling, but still have a sophisticated look for a night together in the city. This candle not only smells amazing (effervescent and citrusy), but is also much more. You can also personalize it with a message on the outer box and a
custom message on the jar itself, ensuring that it remains a memento long after you have burned it. This ingenious apparatus is in general the next best thing to have a personal chef in your home. Yes, it's a smart oven on the worktop, but it's also a meal service that delivers dishes prepared from the chef. All you have to do is scan the QR code on each dish
and put it in the oven - it's so simple. Courtesy of the artifact uprising Assemble some of your favorite photos from last year - or the last 15 - in this personalized photo book. With textured binding and high-quality interior pages, the book can hold from 30 to 210 pages, plenty of space for all your favorite memories. This beautiful coffee table book is the perfect
gift for a wannabe sommelier or a couple who like to host parties with wine and cheese. It contains everything and everything that wants to know you about wine, from detailed descriptions and maps of growing regions to a table of flavors to thousands of specific wine recommendations. Pair it with your favorite vintage so you can sip a glass while studying the
book together. Yes, you need a proper loungewear. This set – with the tip of a crew neck sweater and runners in waffle mini cotton – is the definition of cute and enjoyable, and comes in both male and female size. In other words, make sure you get one for both your spouse and yourself. While this is clearly not a watch, it is one gift that will give you back the
invaluable gift of time. Spend those precious few hours together at the end of the working day, but still enjoy a delicious meal - without all the pots and pans. Simply set a time when you want dinner to be ready, and this smart slow cooker will do the hard work for you, automatically adjusting the cooking cycle. This superb shower upgrade with a shower may
seem like a utilitarian gift - but just wait until it's installed. It has a wireless remote control that allows you to easily change the customizable spray function, making your daily flushing feel like a truly luxurious spa-worthy experience. Not to mention that it is incredibly easy to install, no power tools or plumber are required. Any type of upgraded bedding is a
good idea if you are looking for a gift that is practical and will be deeply appreciated (rejoic, uncomfortable sleepers!). Enter this unique pillow, which comes with three different inserts (soft, medium and sturdy) that can be used in any combination. It also includes a removable fill that allows you to Height. Height. Says a good watch has to be expensive? This
brand offers simple yet sophisticated watches for great wallet-friendly rates. There are many styles to choose from, but we are especially prone to their customizable option, which allows you to choose the colors of the dial, housing and belt.  Courtesy made leather company This tote is both modern and functional. The ideal size for your getaway next
weekend, it has a spacious interior compartment, top zipper, lots of outer pockets and a detachable and adjustable strap. In addition, it comes in three shades of full grain, herbal tanned goatskin.  Courtesy of Andre's Chocolates You could easily make the case that both life and marriage are like a box of chocolates - you never know what you're going to get,
as Forest Gump so eloquently put it. But at least you know what you will get in this box, namely a series of delicious chocolates. The 65-year-old family business features three generations of Swiss-trained chocolatiers who drive insanely high-quality sweet treats crazy by hand. Here you will get a variety of their best-selling bars in mini and full sizes, think
Dark Chocolate Whiskey Caramel and Milk Chocolate Toasted Almond. Although it often seems like marriage advice is given to the newlyweds, in the grand scheme of things, 15 years is just a drop in the bucket. A thoughtful and personalized gift, ask your friends and family—who have been married longer than you—to share their best tips for a long
marriage. Put it together in this beautiful book and introduce it to your partner – it will certainly bring smiles and happy tears. Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; you can find out more about our review process here. We may receive commissions for purchases from our chosen links. Your first anniversary as a married
couple is a momentous occasion. What is the best way to mark such an important milestone? The traditional gift for the 1st anniversary is considered paper, while the modern gift is a watch, which marks the passage of time during this important first year. It's also great to consider a personalized gift – it's something that will always make a lasting impression
and can become a precious legacy. No matter what gift you choose, it's the feeling behind it that counts. From unique paper prints and classic watches to fun custom gifts — and everything in between — we've covered you. Here, the best first anniversary gift for every couple.  Courtesy of Finch and Cotter, record the night the stars matched this custom map.
The poster features a shot of the night sky in the evening of your wedding and is adaptable to the colour of the ink and the choice of fonts to make it personal. Sure, you may have an album full of wedding photos from the big day, but the portrait of the custom couple is special capturing the moment you said I have! This hand-illustrated portrait can be adapted
to everything from the flowers and favorite pets involved that special day. If you and your boyfriend have traveled near and far to special places close to your heart, this custom art is the perfect way to illustrate your journey as a couple. Select the maps you want to show along with the names and date for a sweet sentimental work of art that chronicles the
path to love. Traditional and modern gifts of the first anniversary meet in this delicate paper watch. This contemporary design showcases intricate workmanship and comes in a range of fresh colours that will suit any décor. Courtesy of unusual merchandise Walk back down the aisle with this retro toy. Adapted to your favorite memories from the big day, this
is a gift that will bring back those wedding day vibes. This custom paper cut portrait from Etsy helps you show your feelings with paper! These striking handmade artworks have a pair silhouette with personalized letters floating alongside the salacit backdrop of a watercolor galaxy. Courtesy of unorthodox merchandise It could be your first anniversary, but
there are so many more to come! This diary sets it all up with custom pages that make it easy to capture all the special moments of your love. As a special memory, this book makes it easy to revisite every memory and milestone as you navigate a life together. This personalized, modern watch marks a very special moment in time. Handmade from birch, it
comes with personalized engraving available in a range of different designs. Courtesy of unorthodox merchandise The biggest news on your wedding day – your wedding, of course! While it may not have made the front page of the New York Times, you can celebrate your special day with this custom front-page puzzle featuring the date you tied the knot.
Vows made on your wedding day are the deepest feelings of love and dedication for your loved one - this is the perfect anniversary is the perfect time to recreate them. Instead of tucking them in, make them part of your everyday life! This letterpress print puts these meaningful words on paper so you'll always remember them. Sentimental wines marking a
special milestone should be saved and enjoyed down the road. Keep special bottles in this pinewood box – it's sweetly illustrated by lovebirds who, just like you, are ready to enjoy every last drop! Courtesy of the artifact uprising The first year of marriage left you stories to tell – and now you can! This modern photo book allows you to create a collection of
images for each season or year, with customizable options for format, design and personalization. With so many memories of an epic year, this gift will be one you will visit over and over again. Courtesy of unorthodox goods You can find true love love land, sea or sky. Artist Jacqueline Schmidt illustrates those special species that have chosen lifelong
partners. This moody print is ideal for a nature lover or romantic in the heart. Still on cloud nine after a year of marital bliss? This super soft robe will keep you wrapped in sleep. While this gift may not be under traditional or modern categories, it is something your spouse will be delighted to put on every day. All the memories closest to your heart are
contained in this photo collage artwork from Minted. Customize it with your favorite photos from when you were a couple or the first year together - this is a gift that will animate the heart! This woven cotton throw will add a painterly touch to the bed or sofa. Light but warm, it's the perfect thing for a cozy Netflix night together. They say some people wear their
hearts on their sleeves, and while that may be true, wearing an engraved watch on their wrist is seriously sentimental. This sports watch is a classic piece that can be typed with a message of love.  Thanks to Estelle's Colored Glass Traditional, the couple enjoy a slice of their wedding cake on their 1st birthday. Whether you have frozen the part or recreated
the flavors in a fresh cake for the occasion, you will want to serve it in style. This hand-blown stand is perfect for showing off a special dessert – and more to come. Courtesy of Paper Rose Co Wishing you had more than pictures of dreamy flowers from your big day? Now you can! Immortalized his wedding bouquet with this whimsical paper version. It's a real
paper anniversary present.  Courtesy of Mark and Graham every guy needs a great pair of cuffs and the first anniversary is the perfect excuse to give them to him! This pair is made of silver with a custom monogram so they will know that these cuffs, like you, will always be his. Nothing writes romance like handwritten love letters. This collection of memento
aerograms should be filled with all the sweetest feelings for your one true love—words that will be cherished forever, no matter where the path will take you. This delicate gold necklace says it all. Diamonds represent the power of love and fidelity—they will wear it every day and think of you. Courtesy of Artifact Uprising 1. Fill this customizable album with
wedding photos or fun, candid snapshots from the celebration. This tiny book compiles some of the most unique feelings of romance. From ancient poets to modern masters, these words, immortalized on paper, will record the feelings your heart sends to the surface. the aflutter.
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